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SPECIFICATIONS

Carton: 1/30
Item ID: 99MO022218
EAN: 4713057259241
Size: 12 x 176 x 78 mm
Weight: 373 g

Recommended price

1 199 SEK

Introducing the Moshi Lounge Q charger, an innovative wireless charger, inspired by Danish furniture
design to keep your phone in clear sight while charging it wirelessly. Its adjustable-height design caters
to all phone sizes and supports fast charging up to 15W - making it a perfect blend of style,
functionality, and convenience.

Adjustable height to suit all phone sizes
Wireless charging up to 15W for speedy power-up
Accessible phone view in portrait or landscape modes
Qi Extended Power Profile (EPP) certified by Wireless Power Consortium
Q-coil design allows wireless charging even through thick phone cases

Adjustable height
Unlike fixed-coil charging stands, the Moshi Lounge Q charger has adjustable rails that position your
charger for any device size, optimizing charging efficiency and providing a custom fit for any phone.

Wireless charging up to 15W
Experience the luxury of top-speed charging with the Lounge Q. Certified by the Wireless Power
Consortium, our charger supports the Qi extended power profile (EPP) for faster charging of
smartphones including iPhone (7.5 W), Samsung (9 W), Google Pixel (12 W), and more.

Accessible phone view in portrait or landscape modes
With Lounge Q, never miss out on important notifications. Whether you're working or watching videos,
charge your phone in either portrait or landscape mode and keep a tab on all vital communications.

Qi Extended Power Profile (EPP) certified
Our product is certified by the Wireless Power Consortium for inter-operability, assuring seamless
power transfer and maximum charging efficiency.

Q-coil design
The innovative Q-coil design features a thicker ferrite sheet than the competition, allowing wireless
charging even through cases up to 5 mm thick, ensuring that your device's protection is not
compromised.

What is Q-coil™?
Our proprietary Q-coil module offers superior efficiency and allows Lounge Q to transmit power through
cases up to 5 mm thick.

Package includes
The package includes the Moshi Lounge Q charger and a built-in 4-foot (1.2 m) USB-C cable, making it
perfect for any stylish desktop, nightstand, or workstation.

Product specifications

Product Weight: 0.61 lbs (280 g)
Package Weight (include product): 0.82 lbs (373 g)
Dimensions: 4.60" x 4.60" x 4.01" (11.69 x 11.69 x 10.18 cm)
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